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About This Game

Ever came in a situation where you had a chance to become a cute anime girl, but for some reason thugs wanted to blast you
into smithereens and the government is so corrupt that they're sending out their top tier dudes after you instead of the

thugs? Well, in this game, that's exactly what you're getting! Experience the life of Chizuru, an colorblind orphan who for
some reason can only see four specific colors. Help her find her big bro, who happens to be the senator as well! But be careful,
because their government is crazy nuts right now! Use your knowledge from rhythm games and bullet hell games to create a
barrage of bullets to your enemies while shooting to the beat of the background music! Become the better thug by stealing

your opponent's bullets through waveshines! Blast those cheese heads with their own bullets and show them what's up!

 Play a cute anime girl named Chizuru

 Experience a non-accurate depiction of being a colorblind person that can only specifically see four colors

 Freshly baked original soundtrack with lots of songs to shoot along the beat with

 SUPER COOL UNCLE HYPE THAT TEACHES YOU EVERYTHING!

 Learn how to waveshine and absorb bullets with your super cool uncle!

 MULTIPLE BULLET TYPES TO ABSORB FROM THUGS!

 THUGS!!!!!!!!

 Get the chance to become friends with a thug!!
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 But get a cooler chance to experience having a senator as your big bro!

 YUUTO ICHIKA!!!!!!

 Chizuru is cute but Yuuto Ichika is the best, top tier girl

 EXPERIENCE EATING CHEESE FROM TRASH CANS TO RESTORE HP!

 TWO FINAL BOSSES AND A SUPERBOSS???
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Title: Super Ledgehop: Double Laser
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LAME Dimension
Publisher:
LAME Dimension
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 500 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Japanese
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super ledgehop double laser. super ledgehop double laser」. super ledge hop double laser red key. super ledgehop double laser
speedrun. super ledge hop double laser download

Yeah this game is dope. 2hu bootlegs, witty writing, less than a dollar. Pick it up.. Game is very good. I'm on my way to
complete all the achievements. I don't even know what do say. This game is just so fun for just a dollar. It's totally worth it. My
eyes kinda hurt from the textures but well.. There has to be a downside. (message for devs. You can't exit the bonus stage with
all the characters after beating that thug mode by pressing the button you made for it. It just doesn't work. *or im just dumb*.
Only played for a bit but so far, I've seen the game having so many things happening at once that it quite difficult to get into but
once you've gotten the hang of the features one by one, it's a fun and rewarding game. The only thing I dislike about it was the
UI being quite intrusive at times but otherwise, it's one of those hidden gems on Steam that's not for everyone but doesn't mean
it's a bad thing.. Short, but IT'S SO FUNNY OMG.
It's such a nice experience. It's like the bastard son of Touhou and Crypth of the Necrodancer.
. Pros
> Unique Gameplay Mechanics
> Interesting storyline
> Humorous dialogues
> Only a dollar
> Yuuto Ichika Best Girl

Cons
> no shift to focus

Yuuto Ichika/10
would recommend
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Here because of Siivagunner. A fun bullet hell game with Touhou and Melee references. Very speedrunable.. If you are bad at
video games, this is a perfect game for you! I can't remember what this game is about because there are always some weird
letters telling me "WOW! YOU DIED!" on my screen. Maybe I should die less. Maybe I should get some skill. Maybe...
whatever, I just enjoy this game as it is. I managed to reach the bad end (stage 4) in around 40 minutes and I'm proud of myself!
:D Super Ledgehop: Double Laser is a very fun game. I love the style of this game, I like the gameplay. You can't go wrong for
this price!. That's not safe, my guy.. Bullet hell's aren't really my thing but I can see myself playing this for hours, it's got really
nice design and enthusiatic voice work. Love the shoot to the beat rhythm mechanic.. 11/10 Very fun, I'm now hungry for
cheesesteaks

But in seriousness, this game is very very fun and gave me lots of laughs, while also providing a significant challenge but
gratification when you finally beat it, definitely will recommend and for a dollar, it's a no brainer to buy it. So if you haven't, but
it.. you cheesehead!. A great game with interesting mechanics and characters. Awesome music, and chizuru is best girl (yuuto is
really good too)
Also the pause screen has cook art

Yuuto Ichika Mod for a Fangame + Portuguese Localization Hype!:

Yo! We have yet another localization finished, and it’s all for our homies in Brazil. All cutscenes and text based graphics are
now translated into Portuguese. In addition to this, the bonus room for beating Thug Wars is now fully translated in all
languages, where some texts there were only available in English. To finish this off, we’ve also made a few small bug fixes,
which are just to prevent a few softlocks in the game. New dialogue is also placed for those who get stuck during the Yuuto
minigame section. The translation is provided by StargazerG: https://twitter.com/_StargazerG
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Also, in order to celebrate April 4, which is the day where we obtained permission to use Yuuto Ichika in all of our games, we
decided to create a mod that makes her playable in a certain fangame. This mod comes with all new art and voices, with full
animations, so please, do enjoy and celebrate the first anniversary of us being able to use the best bootleg girl ever in our
creations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bps_zimsUT4. Beat the Developer's Speedrun and Win $50:

Well, here it is. I've fixed a bunch of softlock issues that were reported, so you can speedrun with more confidence now. I'm
really sorry about those and I will continue to make necessary fixes that are brought to my attention. Oops.
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First person to submit a time faster than 6:20 in the in-game timer will be sent $50 through Paypal. Do your best to win this
bounty.

You can view the speedrun here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmp9ZIUvi0U

Submit your speedruns here with video footage:
https://www.speedrun.com/superledgehop

Also, please let me know if you've done a speedrun, whether your time beats 6:20 or not. I really want to see you break the
game. I'll also watch your streams. Fastest way to reach me is through Twitter: https://twitter.com/ChairGTables

Also, the $20 bounty for my other game is still unclaimed. You can try that out as well.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3aOF7WDgDA. Super Ledgehop Spinoff Game Boy Game Released! Yuuto Ichika
Makes Friends!:

[Formal Announcement]
Greetings, cheeseheads. This is MSLabo102 (or some of you might've seen me as 田路マサタカ), the Japanese localizer of LAME
Dimension.
Instead of our lead ChairGTables, I am here to announce our new release.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYN3jStdCjM

Are you wondering what happened to your favorite crew like
 Yuuto, Liz or even Chizuru, after the events of Super Ledgehop? Now the question is answered in our latest entry "Yuuto
Ichika Makes Friends" for Game Boy.

After the recent battle over the city, Yuuto has found how to get back to her home world. To find her best friend Chizuru and
say goodbye, she embarks on a little adventure. On her way, she will meet many quirky residents of Shinecoast City and learn
love and what it takes to not to be a bootleg.
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This Game Boy compatible adventure game was originally created in only 1 week with GB Studio, which was released as the 30
year anniversary celebration of Game Boy.
Unexpectedly, the game was a follow-up to Super Ledgehop, so I’ve got to localize the game into Japanese, thanks to the
developers who implemented Hiragana and Katakana (It took 2 weeks to fully implement and translate).

In Japan, the calendar has recently changed from Heisei to Reiwa, and we have made a brand new chapter of the saga, on the
hardware born in the beginning of Heisei.
We all hope you like it.

Play the game here:
https://chairgtables.itch.io/yuutoichikamakesfriends

-----------------------------------------

[Informal Announcement]
Liz "Geez, another car crash? When will there be a day where accidents don't happen?"
In Shinecoast, the city full of thugs...
Yuuto "I'm not really from this world, so I'm not really sure of the laws."
One girl, has wandered in...

*A dramatic Yuuto theme remix with vocals plays on full volume*

She had a complex...
Yuuto "And I'm considered to be a bootleg."

??? "WHY WHY WHY!?"
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Crossette "But before I say goodbye..."
??? "Nothing personal, kid."
Yuuto "He is my friend too!"
A new friends... and partings.

??? "You are the best bootleg friend."

A girl, becomes a real character.

Yuuto Ichika Makes Friends

(Players' voice)
Girl "Yuuto was so cute!"
Young man "OMG... Liz and Yuuto... That feels..."
Young women "YUUTO IS AWESOME!!"

This spring, prepare yourself, to let your feels out for Yuuto.
#YuutoIchikaMakesFriends #FeelsOut4Yuuto

Play now on itch.io
https://chairgtables.itch.io/yuutoichikamakesfriends
. Release Hype! $50 speedrun bounty coming soon!:
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Hello, everyone! Thank you for following the project!
Currently, I'm waiting for a speedrun leaderboard to get approved on speedrun.com. Once that has been approved, I will post my
speedrun here. I will personally PayPal the first person to beat it with $50. Once again, thank you for your support and have a
super fun weekend!

If anything wrong happens with the release version of the game, please let me know with a Tweet at 
https://twitter.com/ChairGTables

I look periodically at the community hub but you'll get a faster response from me through Twitter.. Japanese language is now
fully translated + Shirts hype! + Steam Winter Sale Discount!:

What's up, cheeseheads! The Japanese localization for Super Ledgehop is finally ready! I know some of you had your
playthrough cut short because of an incomplete translation but it's finally here. And it's all thanks to MSLabo102 for providing
this delicious localization.

But wait! We got more for you! You can now snag a Super Ledgehop shirt for yourself[trist.threadless.com], featuring all of the
quirky characters in the game, along with the game's colorblind palette!
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https://youtu.be/7pL37RQsCE4

But that's not all, because we have not one, not two, BUT THREE SHIRTS OF THE GAME'S BEST BOOTLEG GIRL,
YUUTO ICHIKA! And you can grab any of these three for yourself right now![www.touhouteeproject.com]

https://youtu.be/dAiCzHcYpO8

Finally, before we go. We've also fixed bugs that were present in some playthroughs that we've watched. For those who
uploaded videos or streamed gameplay of this game, thank you very much. And for those who speedrun the game, just watch.
This ain't the end of me; I will get that world record back! We try to watch all of it and we're glad that you're enjoying our dumb
game. If there are any more bugs you encounter, I'll be able to respond to them faster through my Twitter. 
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